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Abstract
The charcoal is a renewable natural resource, produced from wood by the process of carbonization and with
great energetic importance. However, there is still little research and use of new technologies to optimize the use
of wood in the production of charcoal. Therefore, the present work was aimed at analyzing the yield from forest
harvesting operations for the production of charcoal. The research was developed at Vallourec e Mannesmann
Florestal, a company located at Itapoã farm, municipality of Paraopeba, Minas Gerais. To this end, the harvest
and timber transport operations in the short log system, the carbonization, and the properties of the charcoal
produced were assessed. To this end, data was collected from eighteen 9-hour shifts for the Harvester, fifty-four
9-hour shifts for the forwarder, and 36 carbonization cycles. The equipment was analyzed working with three
different log lengths—2.1 m, 3.7 m, and 5.0 m. The results demonstrate, during the cutting and processing, that
the yield by cutting longer logs is higher. Likewise, at forwarding, the operation’s yield increases according to
log length for thick and thin logs. Finally, concerning carbonization, the yield at the furnace loading stage was
higher as the length of the log used increased, however, upon unloading the furnace, it was when it decreased.
Keywords: carbonization, processing, productivity
1. Introduction
The progressive demand for energy, coupled with the scarcity of natural resources, expose the need for
renewable energy sources. Thus, wood appears as a biofuel by means of its woody material, becoming one of the
leading possibilities for the provision of inputs in production processes (Lucena et al., 2011).
In this context, charcoal is a renewable natural resource, produced from wood by the carbonization process,
which consists in the heat treatment of wood in a controlled atmosphere of oxygen (Frederico, 2009). Moreover,
this feature has great economic importance for Brazil, contributing with 1.5% to the Brazilian Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) in 2014 (Secretariat of Geology, Mining and Mineral Transformation-Sgm, 2015). Among the
Brazilian states, Minas Gerais is one of the predominant centers of charcoal producers, standing out for also
being a great consumer of charcoal, supplying the steel plants installed in the state (Rezende & Santos, 2010).
It is known that the yield and the quality of charcoal are higher in wood with higher densities and high lignin
contents (Vale et al., 2001). For Damásio et al. (2015) the quality of charcoal is related to the physical and
chemical properties of the wood and to the carbonization activities.
Despite the energetic importance, there is still little research developments and the use of new technologies to
optimize the use of wood in the production of charcoal (Oliveira et al., 2013). In this sense, the yield from
charcoal production operations is directly influenced by the forest harvesting system adopted.
On this topic, the forest harvesting system commonly used in Brazil to produce charcoal occurs due to the
reduction of labor dependence, better working conditions, reduction of the final cost of wood at the
factory/production units and the need, by the industries, of a regular supply, and in increasingly quantities, of
wood.
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Rezende et al. (1997) stated that to maintain themselves in increasing development, organizations in the forestry
industry should focus primarily on optimizing these activities, improving product and service quality, reducing
losses, improving equipment efficiency, maximizing productivity, and minimizing production costs. To this end,
it becomes necessary to perform studies which consider the production processes of charcoal, according to the
different forms of operation, quality, and yield of wood, for it presents itself as an efficient energy alternative.
Among the works that deal with charcoal as an energy source are: Schmid et al. (2002); Darmstadt et al. (2000);
Guo and Bustin (1998); Nishimiya et al. (1988).
Based on this context, the present work was aimed at analyzing the yield from forest harvesting operations for
the production of charcoal in the state of Minas Gerais.
2. Material and Methods
2.1 Study Area
The study was conducted at Vallourec e Mannesmann Florestal, a company located at Itapoã farm, municipality
of Paraopeba, Minas Gerais. The altitude at the site varies between 730 and 750 meters (19°18′ W, 44°30′ S).
The company operates in the primary sector with clones of the Eucalyptus spp. genus, intended for the
production of charcoal. For this study, an 8-year-old natural hybrid clone of Eucalyptus urophylla was used, from
a commercial field with 3 × 3 spacing, in slightly undulating terrain.
2.2 Data Collection
In this study, the harvest and timber transport operations in the short log system, carbonization, and the
properties of the charcoal produced were assessed. To this end, data was collected from eighteen 9-hour shifts for
the Harvester, fifty-four 9-hour shifts for the forwarder, and 36 carbonization cycles. The equipment was
analyzed working with three different log lengths—2.1 m, 3.7 m, and 5.0 m. First, a survey was conducted on
the technical characteristics and conditions for using mechanized assemblies. Next, equipment productivity was
determined working in different situations and using the “thin” and “thick” log separation system. This process is
currently used by the company and it consists of separating the lower third of the tree as “thick” wood and the
upper two-thirds as “thin” wood. The equipment always works in analogous situations of topography, forest
productivity, and soil type, enabling the precise comparison between the processes under study.
2.3 Characterization of Mechanized Forest Harvesting Operations
The harvesting system used in the mechanized modules is the short log one, composed of the steps of cutting,
processing wood in the field, forwarding, and transporting the timber to the carbonization plant.
For cutting and processing, Harvesters (forest tractors) were used. The equipment used was composed of a
Caterpillar 320D L base machine, with net power of 138 HP, and a Komatsu Forest 370e head. The machines
performed the activities of cutting, delimbing, and sectioning the wood into three determined lengths (2.1 m, 3.7
m, and 5.0 m), separating them into “thin” and “thick” logs. In this step, the volume of cut wood, the hours
effectively worked, diesel oil consumption, lubricating oil consumption, and chain oil consumption were
measured using the equipment’s on-board computer.
For forwarding, Valtra BH 180 forwarders were used. Subsequently, the volume of transported timber, the hours
effectively worked, and diesel oil consumption were measured using a cubing factor for each log length (this
factor was determined by sampling the transported loads). These values were then used to make up the
production costs. From this step, the number of treatments analyzed was doubled due to the separation between
logs classified as “thick” and “thin”, performed in the previous step.
For transporting the lumber, Volkswagen VW 24250 6X2 self-loading trucks were used. Next, the transported
mass was measured using a road scale.
2.4 Carbonization Process
In the carbonization process, three steps were analyzed: furnace loading, carbonization monitoring, and
unloading. Subsequently, physical and chemical analyses of the charcoal produced were performed. Six
rectangular FR 320 furnaces were used, whose maximum capacity is 230 st and the minimum is 160 st. The
dimensions of the furnaces used were 14.31 m in length, 4.5 m wide, and ceiling height of 2.85 m (Figures 1).
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Figure 1. Caarbonization staage in one of tthe FR 230 furrnaces. A: Sidee view; B: Fronnt view
2.4.1 Furnnace Loading and
a Unloading
To load thhe furnace, a Volvo
V
L60f w
wheel loader w
was used, fittedd with a speciial crane. In tthis step, the hours
h
worked annd the timber mass
m moved were measured. As for unloadding the furnacce, a Volvo l600f wheel loaderr was
used, fittedd with a scale for determininng the unloadeed charcoal maass. The furnaaces were openn when the ave
erage
temperaturre (monitored with the aid of the thermaal profile) reaached 60 °C, a process curr
rrently used by
y the
company iin its commerccial productionn. The generateed firebrand m
mass was also m
measured usingg a road scale.
Charcoal sstorage was made
m
in a previiously marked area for each batch and covvered with cannvas, thus avoiding
moisture. T
The total unlooading time waas determined from opening the furnace’s door to the coomplete remov
val of
the charcooal. In the furnnace unloading step, the hoours worked, tthe unloaded ccharcoal mass,, and the fireb
brand
mass geneerated in the prrocess were meeasured.
2.4.2 Anallysis of Charcooal Quality
The charcooal used for thhe physical andd chemical anaalyses was colllected inside thhe furnace, folllowing the AB
BNT,
NBR 69233/1981 standarrds. For each furnace, raw samples of 2000 liters weree collected. Thhese analyses were
conductedd at the V&M Florestal
F
researrch center.
2.4.3 Gravvimetric Yield Gravimetric
The gravim
metric yields were
w determineed according too (Equation 1) (Pimenta, 20000):
RG = P
PC/PM × 1000

(1)

where, RG
G = gravimetriic yield (%); P
PC = weight of the producedd charcoal, dryy base (Kg); P
PM = weight of
o the
timber intoo the furnace, dry
d base (Kg)..
2.4.4 Fixedd Carbon Yieldd
For the fixxed carbon yielld, it was deterrmined using E
Equation 2, described by Anddrade (1989).
RCF (%) = (RG × CF)//100

(2)

where, RC
CF = fixed carbbon yield (%); RG = gravimeetric yield in ddecimal form; C
CF = fixed carrbon content (%
%).
2.4.5 Ash C
Content
The ash coontent was deetermined accoording to the A
ABNT, NBR 88112/1986 stanndards. To thiis end, the material
sample waas taken to thee preheated fuurnace at 600 °C ± 10 °C ffor 6 hours unntil its complette calcination. The
sample waas then removeed and cooled in a desiccatorr and weighedd afterwards. T
The equation used to calculatte the
ash contennt was as follow
ws:
CZ = M
Ms/Mr × 1000

(3)

where, CZ
Z = charcoal assh content (%);; Mr = residue (ash) weight, in g; Ms = maass of the over--dried sample, in g.
2.4.6 Volattile Materials
The contennt of volatile materials
m
was ddetermined acccording to the A
ABNT, NBR 88112/1986 stanndards. To thiss end,
the material sample wass taken to a fuurnace, which had been prehheated to 950 °°C ± 10 °C. Innitially, the ca
apped
crucible w
was placed withh 1 g of sample material onn the furnace’s door, leavingg it there for thhree minutes. Next,
N
the cruciblle was placed inside the furnnace and the ddoor closed forr eight minutes. The sample was then rem
moved
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and cooled in a desiccator, being weighed afterwards. The calculation of the volatile material content is
described by Equation 4:
MV = (Ms – Mv)/Ms × 100

(4)

where, MV = volatile material content (%); Ms = initial mass of the furnace-dried sample, in g; Mv = final mass
of the sample, in g.
2.4.7 Fixed Carbon Content
The fixed carbon content was determined according to the ABNT, NBR 8112/1986 standards, according to
Equation 5:
CF = 100 – (CZ + MV)

(5)

where, CF = fixed carbon content (%); = CZ ash content (%); MV = volatile material content (%).
2.4.8 Granulometry
The granulometric analysis was performed according to the ABNT, NBR 7402/1982 standards. First, 10 kg of
charcoal was placed in the top sieve of the vibrating equipment. Next, the equipment was turned on for 5 minutes
and, then, each charcoal fraction, retained in the respective sieves, was weighed and the percentage that each
mass represented from the initial mass was calculated. To obtain the granulometry, Equation 6 was used.
TM = [B(a – c) + C(b – d) + … + L(k – m) + 100 × 1] × 0.005

(6)

where, TM = Average particle size (mm); a, b, c, d..k, l, m. = mesh opening (mm); A, B, C, D, ..., K, L, M. =
accumulated percentages (%).
2.4.9 Mechanical Strength
The charcoal’s mechanical strength was determined by the breakage and abrasion indexes, using the drum and
drop test methods. The performance of these tests was according to the ABNT NBR 7416/1984 and 8740/1985
standards. To perform the drop test, 10 kg of charcoal was set aside in proportion to the sample’s granulometric
fractions. Next, it was placed in the drop test equipment and raised to a height of 1.83 m. Upon reaching the set
height, the material was subjected to a free fall. The drop procedure was repeated three times. Finally, the
material was subjected to a granulometric test, according to the ABNT NBR 7402/1982 standards. The equation
used for determining the breakage index by the drop teste was number 7:
IQ = [1 – (f/F)] × 100

(7)

where, IQ = drop breakage index (%); f = average fragment after the test; F = the average fragment after the test.
2.4.10 Drum Test
To perform the drum test, 10 kg of charcoal was set aside in proportion to the sample’s granulometric fractions.
Next, it was placed inside the testing equipment’s drum and subjected to 150 rotations. Finally, the material was
subjected to a new granulometric test, according to the ABNT NBR 7402/1982 standards. In Equation 8, the
procedure for determining the breakage index by the drum test is described.
IT = [1 – (f/F)] × 100

(8)

where, IT = breakage and abrasion by drum test (%); f = average fragment after the test; F = the average
fragment before the test.
2.4.11 Higher Calorific Value
The higher calorific value was estimated using the Goutal equation (Mendes et al., 1982 cited by Sater et al.,
2011), as described in Equation 9.
PCS = 82CF + (MV × A)

(9)

where, PCS = Higher calorific value (kcal/kg); CF = fixed carbon content (%); MV = volatile material content
(%); A = coefficient given by the MV/(MV + CF) ratio.
3. Results and Discussions
The results are presented and discussed in the same sequence as the operations of the harvesting system for the
production of charcoal to occur, i.e., first, the results of the mechanized cutting with the Harvester are dealt with,
next, the forwarding stage with the Forwarder, and then the carbonization stage.
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3.1 Timberr Harvest and Transport
3.1.1 Timbber Cutting andd Processing inn the Field
It is ascerttained that the equipment’s yyield is higherr upon sectioniing 5.0 m and 3.70 m logs, iin comparison with
the equipm
ment’s yield uppon sectioning 2.10 m logs (F
Figure 2).
As the yieeld is directly affected by thhe number of aactivities perfoormed by the eequipment, byy sectioning sh
horter
logs, a greeater number of activities pper tree is perrformed. Therrefore, the Haarvester’s yieldd, upon sectio
oning
shorter loggs, is smaller inn comparison with the same equipment uppon sectioning longer logs. C
Considering tha
at the
Harvesterss are machiness designed to w
work with logss of 2.0 m to 6..0 m in length and that the yiield increased upon
increasing log length, thhe yield curvee of this machhine, due to thhe increased length of the llog, is close to
o the
optimum ppoint upon working with loogs of 3.70 m and 5.0 m in length, nott displaying ggreater increases in
productivity upon varyinng log lengths from 3.70 m too 5.0 m.

Figgure 2. The Haarvester’s yieldd in eucalyptuus harvesting inn logs with three lengths (m³³/h worked)
The higheest yield in m³//h worked is aachieved uponn sectioning loogs of 5.0 m iin length (21.002 m³/h worke
ed), a
lower yield in comparisoon with the yiield of 28.00 m
m³/h worked foound by Burlaa, 2008, upon aanalyzing the work
of a John Deer Harvesteer model 12700 D, 6 × 6 drivve, fitted withh tires and a 1660 Kw engine, and with a 762 C
cutting heaad, sectioning logs at 4.4 m lengths. This iincreased prodductivity can be explained byy the greater ag
gility
that the H
Harvester fittedd with tires haas in moving aaround, in com
mparison with the one equipped with track
ks, in
terrains inn which machhines move with ease. Simõões (2010) inn a study on tthe productiviity of a Harv
vester
composed by a John Deeer 200 C LC bbase machine w
with a hydraulic excavator sttructure, equippped with a 6080 H
diesel enggine, with 119 kW with traccks, achieved a productivityy of 18.72 to 39.71 m³/h w
worked of deba
arked
timber witth 6.0 m in lenngth. Silva et al., (2011) fouund a productivity of 18.57 m³/h worked uupon analyzing the
productivity of a Komattsu PC 200 LC
C Harvester, nnumbers like tthose measureed in this studyy. In another study
s
performedd with the sam
me equipment and log lengtth by Silva et al. (2011), thhe Harvester yyielded 14.79 m³/h
worked w
with logs of 2.10 m in lengtth, of 17.58 m
m³/h worked w
with logs of 3.70 m in lengtth, and 20.95 m³/h
worked w
with logs of 5.00 in length. T
This study wass conducted inn areas with ddifferent produuctivity and slopes,
factors thaat explain the variation
v
foundd in yield.
Figure 3 shhows the log length
l
with fuel consumptioon ratio. Thus, the greater thee length of thee log, the large
er the
diesel consumption and,, hence, the grreater the expeenses with hyddraulic oil andd maintenance,, due to the grreater
effort of thhe equipment to
t section the llonger logs.
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Figure 3. The Harvesterr’s fuel consum
mption in eucaalyptus harvestting in logs witth three lengthhs per hour worrked
(l//h worked)
Simões et al. (2010), in his study withh a Harvester ccomposed of a Caterpillar C
CAT 320 CL baase machine with
w a
hydraulic excavator struucture with a w
wheelset system
m composed oof tracks, equippped with a 30066-T diesel motor,
m
with 103 kkW, found a coonsumption off 24 l/h workedd upon cutting an eucalyptus forest, with a 3 m × 2 m spa
acing,
72 monthss old, on a flatt and slightly undulating terrrain, and a voolume of 0.22 m³/tree and seectioning logs with
6.0 m in leength. The connsumption fouund by the authhor is less in ccomparison with the consum
mption of this study,
s
due to varriations in the characteristicss of the forest used, mainly bbecause of thee relief workedd being flat and the
volume beeing smaller than the volumee of 0.29 m³/treee of the forestt area used in tthis study.
Figure 4 shhows the hydraulic oil consuumption and thhe chain oil connsumption of tthe Harvester in l/h worked.

p
Figure 44. A) Hydraulicc oil consumpttion of the Harrvester in harvvesting eucalypptus in logs of three lengths per
hour worrked (l/h workeed); B) Chain ooil consumptioon of the Harvvester in harvesting eucalyptuus in logs of th
hree
llengths per houur worked (l/hh worked)
It can be sseen in Figure 4a, a higher coonsumption off hydraulic oil in longer logss, due to the grreater effort by
y part
of the equiipment to handdle the logs. R
Relative to the cchain oil consuumption (Figuure 4b), the connsumption is higher
upon workking with shortter logs, since a greater numbber of cuts is nneeded to proccess a tree in shhorter lengths.
3.1.2 Forw
warding
Figure 5 ppresents the yield
y
of the forwarder in thee transport off eucalyptus inn logs of threee lengths and with
separationn between thin and thick logss (m³/h workedd).
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Figure 5. Y
Yield of the foorwarder tractoor in the transpport of eucalyptus in logs of tthree lengths aand with separa
ation
bettween thin andd thick logs (m
m³/h worked)
with thick logss and thin logs. The
The yield of the operatioon increases acccording to logg length, both in operation w
forwardingg yield, observved in workingg with longer llogs, can be exxplained by thhe greater voluume handled by the
crane in thhese lengths, during
d
loading and unloadingg operations. M
Minette et al. ((2008) on a teechnical assessment
study of loogging with a forwarder, achhieved a produuctivity of 23.883 m³/h workeed upon transpporting logs off 2.80
m in lengthh, value whichh is greater thaan the yield fouund in this work, of 20.0 m³//h worked upoon transporting
g logs
of 5.0 m inn length.
Fuel oil coonsumption of the forwarder varied accordding to the increase in log lenngth (Figure 6)).

warder in the trransport of euccalyptus in loggs of three leng
gths
Figure 6.. Hourly diesell oil consumpttion of the forw
(l//h worked)
The increaased consumpption was duee to the greateer effort uponn handling lonnger logs andd by the imprroved
accommoddation of the load with lonnger logs. Loaads with longeer logs featuree less empty or unfilled spaces,
mainly duue to the dimennsions of the equipment used, for being designed to w
work with logss of 5 m in length.
Sauerbier (2011) in his study found aan average dieesel oil consuumption of an equipment coomposed of a New
Holland T
TM 7010 tractoor, and a TMO
O AC 5610 foorwarder of 133.0 l/h workedd, this value bbeing greater when
w
compared with the one found in thiss study. This w
was ascertaineed, due to the New Hollandd TM 7010 trractor
having 1441 CV of pow
wer and the Vaaltra BH 180 tractor, used in the experim
ment, having 189 CV of po
ower,
significantt difference whhen comparingg the two modeels working with a forwardeer, since tractorrs with more power
are subjectted to less effoort during workk, thus generatting less fuel ooil consumptionn.
3.2 Carbonnization and Charcoal
C
Quality
The averaage results of the carbonizattion stage andd of the analyyses concerning charcoal quuality are show
wn in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Av
Average results of the carboniization stage obbtained for eacch treatment
Treatmennts
Variabless
Timber
Moisturee (% B.S)
Basic dennsity (kg/m3) (B
B.S)
Diameterr (cm)
Length (m
m)
Carbonizzation
Average loading time (h)
Dry masss into the furnacce (t)
Average unloading time (h)
Gravimeetric
Yield (%
% B.S)
Fixed carrbon yield (%)
Charcoal
Producedd charcoal mass (t)
Producedd firebrand masss (t)
Ash conttent (%)
Volatile m
material contentt (%)
Fixed carrbon content (%
%)
Granulom
metry (mm)
Breakagee by the drop tesst index (%)
Breakagee by the drum teest index (%)
Calorificc value (Kcal/kgg)

2.1

Thin (m)
3.7

22.1

Thicck (m)
3.7

5.0

5.0

23.0
495.0
11.1
2.1

16.0
495.0
10.1
3.7

226.0
4495.0
10.1
5.0

339.0
4495.0
115.2
22.1

40.00
4955.0
15.1
3.7

54.0
495.0
15.6
5.0

5.2
70.0
2.7

3.2
61.9
2.5

22.1
54.6
22.3

44.5
665.0
22.7

3.0
58.33
2.6

2.1
53.5
2.5

30.1
11.4

31.6
11.2

30.9
99.4

332.6
112.8

31.88
13.22

31.7
12.7

21.1
8.6
0.77
17.5
81.7
51.0
19.3
52.3
8688.9

19.6
5.7
0.73
21.1
78.1
48.0
18.0
49.0
8710.5

16.9
66.2
00.66
223.5
775.9
449.1
19.3
443.4
8731.3

221.2
77.0
00.60
116.7
882.7
552.3
119.7
557.0
88732.6

18.66
8.7
0.500
21.77
77.88
51.22
30.66
59.66
87992.5

17.0
9.3
0.72
17.8
81.5
43.6
28.9
61.2
8703.1

The yield oof the furnace loading stage was higher as the length of tthe log used inncreased (Figurre 7). This increase
is due to thhe lower numbber of maneuvvers needed forr the completee filling of the furnace, by w
working with lo
onger
logs, sincee, in order to coompletely fill the furnace wiith shorter logss, it is necessaary to organize more stacks in
nside
the furnacee.

Figurre 7. Yield of thhe furnace loadding operationn (t/h) in differrent treatmentss
Therefore,, longer logs are more desiraable from a yieeld point of vieew at the furnaace loading staage. However, they
showed loower yield at the furnace unnloading step,, due to the ggreater volumee of charcoal produced by these
furnaces annd the smallerr volume of firebrands generaated (Figure 8)).
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Figure 8. Yield of thee furnace unloading operatioon (t/h) in diffeerent treatmentts
mass placed intto the furnace,, for treatmentt, was smaller as the length of the log inccreased, since, with
The dry m
shorter loggs, the accomm
modation of thhe load in the ffurnace is bettter, when comppared with lonnger logs, since the
equipmentt presents greaater ease in hanndling shorter llogs.
Moisture ccontent in thickk logs is greatter when comppared to contennts in thin logss. This moisturre content is due to
the dryingg process beingg faster when compared witth logs of greaater diameters,, and it can alsso be explaine
ed by
the stackinng of thin loggs in the dryinng process. Innside these staacks, there aree more emptyy spaces, providing
enhanced air circulationn and, consequuently, favoringg drying. It maay be noted ass well that in ttimber classified as
thick, the m
moisture conteent increases aaccording to thhe length of thhe logs, since ttimber dries byy the ends, and the
greater thee length, the loonger the dryinng process takees.
The gravim
metric yield diid not vary signnificantly betw
ween treatmentts, due to the hhomogeneity oof the material used
and the caarbonization prrocess being thhe same for alll treatments, inn addition to thhe furnaces andd the carbonization
process beeing the samee. The charcooal mass and firebrand mass produced ppresented the same behavio
or in
comparisoon to dry masss into the furnnace, i.e., variied. Increasingg the mass of the timber puut into the furn
nace,
increases the mass of the charcoal and firebrandd produced. T
This logic exxplains the hoomogeneity off the
gravimetriic yield.
The qualitty parameters of the charcoaal were not aff
ffected by the vvariation in thhe length of thhe log used and are
within the desirable rangge for use in bblast furnaces. The sampless used showedd high homogeeneity because they
belong to tthe same clonee, having the ssame age and bbeing derived from a field w
where nutritionn, managementt, and
the weatheer regimen werre the same.
4. Conclussions
In cutting and processingg, equipment pproductivity inncreases with thhe use of longer logs. Similaarly, the hourly
y fuel
and hydraaulic oil conssumption of tthe equipmentt increases w
with the use oof longer logs. Concerning
g the
consumptiion of chain oil, it is higher w
when processinng shorter logss.
During forrwarding, the yield and diessel consumptioon are higher in longer logss, due to the ggreater effort of
o the
cranes in hhandling longeer logs and by tthe improved aaccommodatioon of the load w
with longer loggs.
Concerninng carbonizatioon and its quallity, the yield at the furnacee loading stagee was higher aas the length of
o the
log used inncreased, howeever, upon unlloading the furrnace, it was w
when it decreased.
Given the above, the syystem operatinng with longerr logs is the m
most recommeended one forr the productio
on of
charcoal.
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